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Beside permits a spacious agnosticism about several of the linear logics
that enforce dualistic thinking: noncontradiction or the law of the
excluded middle, cause versus effect, subject versus object. . . . Beside
comprises a wide range of desiring, identifying, representing, repelling,
paralleling, differentiating, rivaling, leaning, twisting, mimicking,
withdrawing, attracting, aggressing, warping, and other relations.
—Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Touching Feeling: Affect,
Performativity, Pedagogy

1

Transsexuality is inextricably hooked into the register of the real.
—Jay Prosser, Second Skins: The Body Narratives of Transsexuality

Trans Cinema, Represent!

In November 2016, student protestors at Reed College disrupted a visit by director
Kimberly Peirce, who had been invited to campus to screen her award-winning movie
Boys Don’t Cry (1999) as part of the university’s transgender-focused programming.1
The film, which fictionalizes the actual murder of trans youth Brandon Teena in 1993,
was a breakthrough mainstream success for the New Queer Cinema wave and has subsequently been canonized by critics and scholars as perhaps the earliest cinematic example of positive transgender representation.2 Over the twenty years since its release,
Boys Don’t Cry has become central to a wide range of academic debates, including those
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on “the dynamics of rural queer life, the problems of writing transgender biography
and historiography, the conventions of queer cinema, and the politics of transgender
martyrdom,” and is crucial to emerging scholarship on the “imbrications of antiblack
and antitrans violence.”3 Despite its storied legacy, however, the protestors at Reed did
not support Boys Don’t Cry as a transgender text. According to subsequent reporting of
the conflict by Inside Higher Ed, Reed students flyered the screening space with posters
proclaiming, “Autonomy for Trans People,” “Fuck Your Transphobia,” and “You Don’t
Fucking Get It.” They also interrupted Pierce’s discussion, demanded to know if Peirce
was transgender, and accused her of profiting from the representation of transgender
murder.4 Peirce attempted to engage the protestors’ questions, but the screening had
been thoroughly disrupted. Online reactions in the wake of the event skew strongly in
support of Peirce, describing the Reed protestors as “intensely hostile” and possessed of
a “limited vision” of the film’s importance.5
The Reed administrators appear to have been caught off guard by these events, but the
protest itself should not have come as a surprise. To introduce Boys Don’t Cry as a transgender text, especially in late November, when Transgender Day of Remembrance is traditionally held, is a loaded proposition.6 The film has historically operated as a contested
site in the “border wars” between transgender and lesbian feminist politics—an outgrowth of larger conflicts over the meaning and value of trans masculine identities as
they emerged into greater visibility in the 1990s, often at the perceived expense of butch/
femme practices.7 Since the late twentieth century, trans activists and service providers
have moved to disarticulate the category of transgender from “gay and lesbian” by
separating gender identity from sexuality in a manner that has subculturally resignified
Boys Don’t Cry as not giving proper representation to Brandon Teena’s gender or to
transgender experience.8 In a comment thread posted on Jack Halberstam’s blog entry
about the Reed incident, queer filmmaker and critic Jenni Olson noted this interpretive shift: “In the 20 years since his murder, Brandon Teena has become solidly defined
for us as a transman [sic]. But trans identity . . . at the time the film was made was—
quite simply—different from what it is now.”9 Responding to Boys Don’t Cry through the
presentist and identitarian lens that has emerged since its release, the Reed protestors
rejected the film as “transgender” specifically by pointing to its cisgender casting and
authorship.10
The conflict at Reed is a fascinating display of how, as a text largely understood to
be a historical “first,” Boys Don’t Cry continues to be a battleground in the generational
narrative of transgender community formation. As an older trans commenter defending
the importance of the film wrote in the thread below Halberstam’s blog entry, “At the
time it (Boys Don’t Cry) was made, nothing existed in the mainstream that told our story
in this (smart and complex) way.”11 The film’s meaning is hotly contested in arguments
over the body of trans cinema—a debate that has become saturated by activist calls for
greater authenticity, visibility, and representation.12 In his blog response to the Reed
incident, Halberstam reframed Boys as marking an early turn toward this more legitimate trans cinema, writing, “Boys Don’t Cry is literally the first film in history to build a
credible story line around the credible masculinity of a credible trans-masculine figure.
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Period.”13 But today, the claim that a cisgender actor could “credibly” inhabit a transgender role must be contested by a transgender politics that flatly opposes the Hollywood
practice of casting cisgender men as transgender women characters.14 Activist demands
for trans representation in popular cinema have therefore rescripted Boys as a different
kind of first—the first film to win an Oscar for a cisgender actor (Hilary Swank) playing
a lead transgender role.15 Twenty years after its release, Boys Don’t Cry thus ironically
seems to “represent(s) the very gesture it condemns,”16 no longer meeting the criteria for
politically viable trans cinema that emerged out of its own influence.
Given the representational conundrum unfolding around Boys Don’t Cry, how might
we locate alternative critical methods for expanding trans cinema’s popular body?
Drawing from the rapidly developing field of trans studies, this chapter offers new
directions by revealing how unrecognized forms of trans cinema were present beside
and in dialogue with Boys Don’t Cry from the very beginning. Boys, it is now apparent,
was not the single or even the most successful trans film to be released in 1999: Opening
with the four words, “Call trans opt: received” (Figure 19.1), the Wachowski sisters’ The
Matrix (1999) quietly became history’s first transgender-authored blockbuster that
same year.17 The present-all-along and just-now-perceivable convergence of these films
as “trans” invites a revisitation of their bodies through the emergent discourse of trans
studies, a field uniquely suited to “tell(ing) new stories about things many of us thought
we already knew.”18 In what follows, I draw upon trans studies methods to illustrate how
Boys Don’t Cry and The Matrix function as unrecognized complements—a “mirror
scene” reflecting two inverse aesthetic framings of transgender at the turn of the twenty-
first century. The first, articulated in Boys as a liberal aesthetics of democratic inclusion
achieved through martyrdom, has become the dominant visual address for transgender
life in the United States. The second—an aesthetics of gender abolition communicated
in The Matrix through a spectacular surpassing of the boundaries of the real—has not

Figure 19.1. “Call trans opt: received”: The first four words of the Wachowskis’ The Matrix
(1999).
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(yet) come fully into political realization. Placing Boys Don’t Cry and The Matrix in conversation might defuse the representational demands that have come to overdetermine
the shape and function of trans film, revealing how popular cinema might already contain alternative expressions of the transgender imaginary.

Finding Trans Cinema’s Body
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What is trans cinema, and how do we know? The question echoes an epistemological
challenge at the root of transgender phenomenology: What is your gender, and how
do you know?19 Both raise the issue of which artifacts and bodies should be considered
real—a sorting function popular cinema has performed in the West for over a century.
As the central technology organizing our shared perception of reality,20 popular cinema
determines which forms of life are rendered cognizable, assigning social value to bodies
based on their narrative, affective, and political utility. Since the 1970s, when overtly
trans characters first began to appear onscreen, mainstream film production in the West
has represented transgender experience primarily through four major motifs: the psychotic slasher (Psycho [1960], Dressed to Kill [1980], The Silence of the Lambs [1991]); the
mirror scene (I Want What I Want [1972], The Danish Girl [2015], A Fantastic Woman
[2018]); the migratory or “road” film (Priscilla Queen of the Desert [1994], Boys Don’t
Cry [1999], Transamerica [2005]); and a less prominent motif that uses transgender to
figure transnational conflicts (The Crying Game [1992], M. Butterfly [1993], Breakfast
on Pluto [2005]). These approaches have generally attempted to explicate the “problem”
of transgender embodiment by dramatizing and then resolving the dominant affects—
madness, pathos, trauma, or excess—assigned to the category of transgender by
discourses of medicine, kinship, and nationalism. However, when transgender viewers
of cinema are asked how they would define a “trans film,” their responses do not simply
read for these motifs, and instead chart a much more complex relationship between textual content, aesthetics, themes, authorship, distribution, and reception.21 As researcher
Jonathan Rachel Williams has pointed out, one of the most fundamental challenges of
codifying trans cinema is that “trans” itself is an interstice at which evolving discourses
of sex, gender, race, law, medicine, media, and identity converge: because who or what
even counts as trans is defined contextually, there can ultimately be no agreement on it
as a fixed ontological site or object of inquiry. The question of, what should be classified
as trans cinema is unanswerable precisely because trans inheres most generally in the
failure or supersession of the available categories for recognition in any specific time or
place—a reality that prompts several of Williams’s interview subjects to conclude that
“trans cinema is indefinable or does not exist.”22
We might therefore attempt to infer the body of a popular trans cinema less from
what cinema represents and more from how various films support particular forms of
meaning-making. In “Trans on Screen,” Helen Hok-Sze Leung charts how trans cinema
might be approached through an interpretive model that reads for how films support
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various analytic practices. Leung’s three modes for recognizing trans cinema are (a)
cinema that supports analyses of the ideological structures of gender and sex, largely
through punishment of trans figures; (b) cinema that offers resistant or alternative
forms of relationality outside dominant structures of kinship and capital; and (c) cinema
that leads toward the transformation of bodily being. It is this third mode, which Leung
draws from Nikki Sullivan’s work on “trans practice,”23 that gestures most radically at
an expanded archive for popular trans cinema outside representation, leading toward
the question of how developments in human consciousness (such as gender transition) might be interrelated with the evolution of cinematic technology.24 Leung writes,
“Paying attention to modification practices—rather than primarily to issues of identity
and relationality—uncovers trans articulations in unlikely and provocative places.”25
Conceptualizing cinema itself as a “modification practice” with the potential to rearrange the body’s sensory capacities offers new routes into understanding trans cinema
as a cinema in which the very effect of film on the viewer is transitional—enacting what
we might call trans effects upon the bodies of its audience. It is this third mode that
most usefully moves The Matrix into the trans cinematic archive—not simply because
it relates a recognizable transgender identity narrative or because it is authored by trans
creators, but because its aesthetics emblematize the multiplication of temporalities,
realities, and embodiments induced by gender transition.26
Revealing what has been present all along but has lacked the proper heuristic to
become perceptible is a material practice through which trans expressions of gender
emerge, linguistically, surgically, and hormonally, into the world. It is also a principal
analytic in trans studies. In her introduction to the first Transgender Studies Reader,
Susan Stryker notes how trans studies break from earlier fields oriented around the positivist study of the transgender object through two specific forms of desubjugation: first,
trans studies seek to clear space in which forms of knowledge that have been occluded
by or within dominant discourses might be drawn into perception; secondly, it bends
to gather knowledge that has been dismissed as naive or “below the required level of
erudition.”27 Both center trans not as an object of inquiry, but as a praxis of revelation
and recovery in response to structures that produce imperceptibility. The epistemological
problems of misrecognition and dismissal are central concerns in trans studies, related
not only to gender identity but also to the question of how histories and archives are
constructed. A trans studies intervention would therefore have transitional effects on
the body of trans cinema, not merely as a process by which similar objects are located
and added, but as one that multiplies the available expressions of trans by undoing or
expanding beyond prior determinative logics. Desubjugation is not the discovery of a
true knowledge hidden by an erroneous one, but a drawing out of the surfaces compressed within or beneath formalized discourses. To find new modes for trans cinema,
we must therefore unmake the forms of recognition that organize the body of the archive. This undoing need not be a rejection of “false” or unreal bodies. Instead, it might
allow new bodies of trans cinema to emerge through their contact with earlier forms—
unfolding from within, multiplying beyond, or inflecting the organization of established
meaning.
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Locating popular trans cinema’s body is, therefore, a project that would ideally evolve
in tandem with the expanding understandings of trans phenomena in any given era.
Rather than elevate an ultimately “real” trans cinema in the place of an older and false
iteration, emergent methods would conceptualize it as rising from or receding into the
historical background to the extent that we develop various heuristics for revealing
its body. Trans cinema thus becomes maximally perceptible to the extent that we can
achieve a multidimensional analysis for its recognition. To quote Halberstam in conversation on this topic, “It takes two”—at least two critical axes, two films, or a film
containing at least two expressions of transgender—to approach the shape of the possible archive.28 Such phenomenologically rooted and multidimensional models would
lead us to question fixed interpretations and singular firsts in the history of transgender
media, drawing us away from a narrow focus on films that topically address transgender
identity and toward additional textual bodies. Halberstam’s call for duality or “twoness”
asks us to pursue parallel methods that allow previously defined texts to acquire secondary, even dissonant meanings—a “beside” strategy, not unlike the epistemology of
gender transition. Such an approach would retain various interpretations of film bodies
as a dialectic enmeshment, the complexity of which illustrates the historical modalities
of transgender itself.
Within the defined body of trans cinema, the most formally entrenched aesthetic mode
is the mirror scene. Consistently deployed in the trans archive of the last century, the mirror
scene is the structuring motif of twentieth-century popular trans aesthetics, appearing in
literary and cinematic texts as distantly positioned as The Well of Loneliness (1920) and
The Danish Girl (2015; Figure 19.2).29 In this classic visual tableau, the mirror offers the
transgender character an undesired reflection. Its surface “captures the definitive splitting

Figure 19.2. The limit of representation: Lili Elbe (Eddie Redmayne) regards herself in The
Danish Girl (2015).
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of the transsexual subject, freezes it, frames it schematically in narrative.”30 Traditionally,
the motif is pathologizing, conscripting the audience into collective witness of the body’s
reality, which the transgender subject either cannot perceive or cannot accept. Adopting
desubjugation as a method, however, we might consider how the formal organization of
the mirror scene also produces its own negative—an obverse and invisible structure of
meaning that might, over time, become perceivable as the context of its reception shifts.
While the mirror scene does possess a long and stigmatic history, it is also the site at which
trans cinema has most commonly indicated the limit of representation—a crease in
meaning where reality and fantasy collide, where trans desires for a different and inverted
world collect to leak into cinematic expression.
We might therefore seize on the mirror scene as a central motif, where the border of reality is invoked—where the real might exceed its frame. Through its capacity to generate
additional aesthetic surfaces, the mirror scene may function as a reflective/projective
praxis for multiplying the body of trans cinema. Even as it frames the trans subject within
pathos or pathology, the mirror scene duplicates the trans body, simultaneously gesturing
at the accompanying potential of its inverted image—euphoria beside dysphoria, multiplicity beside fragmentation, supersession beside failure. As Boys Don’t Cry indicates and
The Matrix achieves, the mirror scene can suggest an egress from one reality into another,
a “seeing through the present to a future elsewhere”31 at which we might perceive “a portal
to another world . . . calling out to it as if it were a person.”32 In what follows, I adopt and
restage the mirror scene as a critical and desubjugative method, working dually across
these films’ bodies to reveal how contemporaneous and co-constitutive trans imaginaries
were developing within the late twentieth century’s popular cinematic frame.

Co

py

Double Vision, Double Time

1

Boys Don’t Cry and The Matrix have been written about so extensively that they have acquired the status of “known bodies”—any endeavor to produce new meaning from them
must strain against the perception that they have become fixed by prior analysis. Each
film has been canonized as a significant contribution to the history of cinematic aesthetics. The Matrix “reinvent(e)d cinematography itself ” through its spectacular integration of digital special effect,33 while Boys Don’t Cry achieved “a massive breakthrough
in the representation of gender variant bodies” through the use of experimental visual
grammars.34 Although the two films are clearly separated by genre, budget, production
scale, and technique, they nonetheless trace the same shape—the anxious border of
the real at the turn of the twenty-first century. While The Matrix engages philosophical
questions about the realness of the body that arose in tandem with the widespread use
of the internet, Boys documents the violently imposed reality of the gender system on
the body in its depiction of Brandon Teena’s murder. We could, therefore, understand
the films as engaged in a shared working-through of transgender life’s relation to the
conditions of postmodernity, in which questions about the realness of gender implied
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by Neo’s sensational transitions across bodies and worlds in The Matrix are confronted
and closed down by the murder of a representational trans subject in Boys Don’t Cry.
Placing Boys Don’t Cry and The Matrix in a mirror scene thus provides us with
“double vision”—additional insight into the insufficiencies of each film’s historicization. Over the past two decades, Boys has become overburdened by its role as the popular film that has most successfully represented transgender identity, while The Matrix’s
millennial trans aesthetics have been obscured as much by Boys’s canonization as by
its own subsequent absorption into right wing discourses.35 Preserving a dual mode of
analysis, we might reject the Reed protestors’ presentist claims that Boys is an exploitive
text but simultaneously consider how the film’s reception has shored up a White liberal
narrative of transgender martyrdom that obfuscates other modes of political address.
Alternatively, we might notice how the right-wing adoption of The Matrix accurately
seizes on its aesthetic implications (a war to control the rules of reality) even as we relocate the film as aesthetically trans in a manner that weaponizes those uses of the film
against themselves. Such a dual critical practice requires us to think through an alternative shadow history for each film’s reception, a “double time” mimicking the parallel
lives—one perceived, one imagined—layered within transgender phenomenology.
The adoption of The Matrix by the right wing was initially enabled by the political
conditions of the Bush 2 period, during which a frontal assault on LGBTQ movements
and populations created massive pressure on mainstream queer and transgender creators
to remain closeted. Without a popular or political context for transgender authorship,
The Matrix and its sequels were received by right-wing online cultures as films that
spoke metaphorically to the experience of White, straight, cisgender men under the New
World Order and its liberal feminism—an interpretation that only sharpened during
the Obama era. In the time since the Wachowskis have come out as transgender women
(Lana in 2012, and Lilly in 2016), The Matrix has increasingly been rescripted as a film that
is “really” about their transgender identities. While the Wachowskis’ work does indeed
speak narratively to transgender experience, what is perhaps even more valuable to notice is how The Matrix pioneered new trans-informed digital cinematic techniques36 that
because of the film’s blockbuster success were subsequently taken up into the ritualized
discourse (memes, subreddits, GIFs) of the alt-right in a manner that its own transphobia
might now have the effect of eroding from within.37 A “double vision” strategy asks us to
consider both the transgender and right-wing uses of The Matrix as equally engaging its
central theme—the question of who or what is permitted to dictate the real.
Doubling our vision of Boys Don’t Cry follows the film’s formal interventions into the aesthetics of transgender identification, which also work through duplication. As Halberstam’s
essential writing on the film has established, Boys Don’t Cry is historically credited with
inventing a “transgender look”38 that internally divides the transgender subject, giving
viewers a visual language by which to momentarily view with Brandon his own imagined
self, rather than look at the transgender body as a mere object. This aesthetic innovation is
crucial to the film’s liberal address, which builds an affective case for transgender inclusion
through the identification with—and then the loss of—this ideal internal representation.
Boys Don’t Cry achieves this visual language through a series of mirror scenes that invite
us to participate with Brandon in the shared construction of his maleness. Our first sight
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of Brandon is of his eyes in a rearview mirror, indicating to us that his reflected image will
be the primary Brandon in the film’s visual logic. This opening instance of Brandon’s gaze
is then followed by a string of mirror scenes in which we watch over Brandon’s shoulder
as he performs his male gender, making eye contact with himself and, therefore, also with
us as occupying his look. While the classical mirror scene is typically objectifying, these
sequences instead ask us to cocreate Brandon’s gender with him. Through our witness of
the effectiveness of his performance on both himself and others, we become visually and
affectively sutured to the reflected Brandon as “real.” This is the Brandon who will later be
destroyed under the cissexist and homophobic gazes in the stripping scene, which is also
organized like a mirror scene. Boys Don’t Cry therefore solicits us into a shared aesthetic
project of gender construction that leads us and Brandon toward his destruction by people
who refuse to see him as we do—as real. Brandon’s rape and death thus shatter the ideals of
individual freedom and self-actualization he performs on the mirror’s surface, which invert
the dead-end of rural White life into a sense of the possible.
Boys Don’t Cry’s double vision culminates in the stripping scene, a penultimate sequence in which the film’s language of duplication traumatically collapses into one of
insufficiency and castration. In this confrontation between Brandon and his eventual
killers, Brandon is stripped in front of his lover, Lana (Chloe Sevigny), who is forced
along with the audience to witness the morphology of his body. Time slows into a
frozen, gelid moment as Brandon, pinioned by his soon-to-be killers, is lit eerily from
above. At this crucial instant, Pierce uses a creative continuity editing technique to split
Brandon into two Brandons: The exposed Brandon stares across the room at the clothed
and male-presenting “real” Brandon, who impassively meets his gaze before breaking
the look and departing (Figure 19.3). As Halberstam has argued, this final mirror scene
briefly sustains a shot-reverse-shot moment of trans multiplicity, a “transgender look”
created through the fleeting circuit of visual connection it establishes between the two
Brandons. Halberstam notes how this gaze between Brandons comes from “two places
in the same time,”39 a meeting place that allows Brandon to momentarily rescue himself from the film’s narrative progression. However, it also reverses the prior function of
mirroring within the text, transforming the mirror from a space of becoming into a portent of destruction. The transgender look is abruptly broken off as the film collapses into a
dominant mode of visuality, which neither Brandon will survive. Double vision collapses
into a single path forward—the transgender subject’s rape and murder—which the film
harnesses to achieve a “universal pathos” in the audience.40 Brandon’s earlier mobility
and freedom are then transferred to Lana, who drives in sped-up time-lapse across the
Midwestern plains as the film ends. Boys Don’t Cry thus constructs the transgender look
to suggest an impossible future in which Brandon could have lived, soliciting a liberal
sense of freedom that recognizes itself only through its negative image.
If the transgender look is Boys Don’t Cry’s principal aesthetic achievement, then The
Matrix’s is “bullet time”—a digital effect called for in the Wachowskis’ early scripts and
developed for the film by effects supervisor John Gaeta.41 Bullet time permits the camera
and the objects in the cinematic field to move at different speeds, giving viewers the impossible experience of “double time.” Since The Matrix’s release, bullet time has spread
virally across global visual culture, becoming an industrialized component of action
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cinema that “no longer seems astonishing.”42 Yet to place The Matrix beside Boys Don’t
Cry is to reveal new meaning from within this widely used digital effect, which appears
as an inversion of Boys’s classical continuity grammar. The transgender look represents
trans subjectivity as a divided body fragmenting within a single time, while bullet time
evokes gender transition as the sensation of two times in a single place. These dual aesthetic strategies explore converse understandings of trans within the dominant gender
system, as either the failure to appear within the system’s representational categories
(lack) or as a supersession of the system’s structures of meaning (excess). This duality
also maps onto the corresponding imaginaries animating divergent strains of transgender movement politics: one in which trans bodies might achieve visibility within

Figure 19.3. Double vision: Two Brandons momentarily lock eyes in Boys Don’t Cry.
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the available categories for recognition and one in which the governing system might
be recognized as fundamentally insufficient and overthrown. Boys Don’t Cry’s and The
Matrix’s aesthetics therefore trace a coconstitutive and inverse relation enacted between
liberal and radical strains of transgender politics in their moment of release.
The Matrix recounts the story of Thomas Anderson (Keanu Reeves), a computer programmer who illegally data-mines the early internet under the name “Neo.” Living in
what appears to be the late twentieth century, Neo discovers that his senses are trapped
within a neurally embedded digital simulation called “the Matrix,” which has been
invented by machines to enslave humanity. Neo is freed from the Matrix by a band of resistance fighters who believe he is the One—a prophetic human capable of manipulating
the Matrix code in order to destroy it, thereby liberating humanity from its compulsory dream state. In the iconic “bullet time” sequence close to the end of the film, Neo is
trapped on a rooftop and assaulted by a deadly host of Agents—watchdogs and enforcers
of the Matrix program. Weaponless and under fire, Neo suddenly finds himself able to
sense the bullets’ trajectories, bending impossibly backward and twisting between them
in slow motion as the camera rotates 360 degrees around his body at a normal speed
(Figure 19.4). Regular time then resumes as Neo falls to the ground, suffering only grazes.
Although the various techniques that created bullet time existed separately before The
Matrix, what gives the effect such power here is its deployment to sensationalize the
confines of a constructed world. Bullet time spectacularizes Neo’s ability to sense and
manipulate the shape of reality, the encrypted binary code that generates the film’s virtual field of perception. The special effect detaches the speed of the camera’s moving
viewpoint from the speed of the images in the visual field, so that Neo’s body and the
bullets travel in slow motion while the camera appears to track around them at regular
speed. The result is uncanny. Although he appears to be moving slowly, we sense that
Neo is actually moving faster than cinematic time should permit, giving us the feel of
“double time.” Breaking from formal cinematic temporality, bullet time imparts the

Figure 19.4. Multiplying time: Neo avoids death in “bullet time.”
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“pleated time” of gender transition,43 in which the transgender subject’s experience
is duplicated across real and imagined versions of the self. In its evocation of the temporal excess generated by gender transition, bullet time reverses the transgender look’s
mechanics—replacing Brandon’s two places in one time with Neo’s two times in one
place. For Brandon, visuality fragments under the narrative force of there not being
enough time, closing down into a reassertion of the actual. For Neo, time exceeds the
formal boundaries of the visual field, abolishing its imposed limitations and rendering
the impossible real. The Matrix thus offers us a sensational trans aesthetics, exploding
the representational field in which Brandon fails to fully signify.44
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In Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics of Visibility, the editors invoke the image of the “trap door” as a paradoxical formation within the visual where
the “threshold and the trap” coexist as mutual potentials. Representations, they note,
may only re-present already-existing reality, or they may unexpectedly offer doors
into new futures where transgender people might flourish.45 Here again, we can trace
a logic of inversion with and through the mirror scene as its own trap/door—a visual
interstice where reality might either dramatically contract or tip forward into a new
register. The Matrix and Boys Don’t Cry form just such a relation, worked through at
the intersection of their narrative and aesthetic techniques: The Matrix enacts a radical transformation at the level of cinematic form; Boys aesthetically demonstrates
the trap of cissexist abjection within realist narrativity. One beside the other, they
elaborate the “trap door” as an imaginary architecture ordering the possibilities for
transgender life.
The Matrix’s most cited moment is the infamous “red pill” scene, in which Neo
ingests a red pill that wakes him out of the Matrix into a postapocalyptic world where
he possesses an additional body. Since the film’s debut in 1999, the right wing has
subculturally rescripted this “through the looking glass” moment to metaphorize White
men’s escape from the false reality of multicultural and feminist social norms.46 Within
the recently revealed context of The Matrix as trans-authored, however, the scene reads
very differently—as a metaphoric citation of gender transition:47 Morpheus plays the
role of medical authority, providing Neo with “informed consent”48 about taking the
red pill, a chemical therapy that will activate his additional sensorium and transition
him across bodies. The film stages this encounter as a mirror scene. As Neo reaches for
the red pill he is doubled on either side of Morpheus’s sunglasses, a duplication marking
his transition from a world that is physically and representationally determinative into
one that no longer enforces a “closed system of physics.”49 Instead of leaving his virtual
body behind and discovering a “true self ” behind the curtain of the Matrix, Neo will
be doubled—simultaneously alive and sensing across the virtual/actual border between
cinematic worlds.
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The red pill sequence is The Matrix’s most direct reference to the trope of the
mirror scene, which the film aesthetically inverts. Rather than present a representational limit enforcing the trans subject’s division, the mirror becomes a portal into
a supplemental reality where Neo finds yet another of his bodies waiting for him. As
he sits anticipating the red pill’s effects, Neo notices a mirror in which his reflection
at first appears shattered. In his next glance, the mirror has begun to liquify—a deconstruction of the object’s boundedness that predicts his approaching flow state
across worlds. Neo reaches out two fingers and curiously pushes them into the glass
(Figure 19.5), which has become a thick, metallic liquid, similar to mercury. He pulls
back, surprised, but the mirror sticks to his fingers like silver molasses. The liquid
slowly creeps up his arm, over his face, and then—as he screams in terror—rushes
into his mouth and down his throat into darkness. Neo then starts violently awake in
his machine pod, moving out of his imposed dream state into a new sensorium that
will retain the awareness of his multiple bodies. Instead of reproducing the traditional
mirror scene’s aesthetics of lack, the fluid mirror has internally duplicated Neo’s proprioceptive positions, folding his consciousness into a loop across two worlds that
are not quite two. The Matrix thus aestheticizes transgender as a movement out of the
limits of dictated form—a door forward into a supersession of the categories for embodiment in any single reality.
In The Matrix, Neo moves from a fixed and determinative position into a state of radical multiplicity, expressing trans through an experiential language of sensation. Boys
Don’t Cry inverts this aesthetic direction, increasingly locking Brandon’s initial mobility
down through a visual grammar of fragmentation. Much like The Matrix, Boys uses a
number of temporal and spatial effects—including time-lapse footage and wide shots of
indefinable landscapes and objects—to suggest a speculative mode of experience or embodiment outside the boundaries of cinematic realism.50 In The Matrix, these nonrealist
qualities of the film’s time and space progressively intensify to demonstrate Neo’s spectacular mastery of the Matrix code, which he uses to combat the Agents and inspire a

Figure 19.5. Through the looking glass: Neo makes contact with his other body in the “red pill”
scene.
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movement to abolish the Matrix and its “rules and controls, borders and boundaries.”
Boys reverses the order of this liberatory logic, initially positioning Brandon as a gender
outlaw who fluidly evades capture only to collapse centripetally inward around the reality of his killers. The film’s aesthetics increasingly push Brandon into “the trap of the
visual,”51 which is enforced through discourses of law, kinship, medicine, and, finally,
the necropolitical. Brandon is first sought by the court; then imprisoned; then betrayed
by his “brothers,” who physically expose, beat, and rape him; then medically examined;
then interviewed by police (who make him refer to his “vagina” when he reports the
attack); then murdered.
This chronology of entrapment is crucial to Boys Don’t Cry’s political address, which
presses toward Brandon’s representational splitting and early end to produce liberal pathos in the audience. In a sequence that offers a precise reversal of Neo’s mirror scene,
Boys gives us a disorienting, 360-degree shot aimed up into the sky—a floating, sped-
up motif that recurs throughout the film—before crash landing on a shot of the pamphlet Brandon carries with him: a primer on transsexuality titled “The Uninvited
Dilemma” that represents a face divided into male and female halves (Figure 19.6).
This transition from fluid openness to the rigidity of an “uninvited” representational crisis encapsulates the film’s larger aesthetic trajectory, which will be to
tear Brandon in half. The pamphlet represents the “male” side of the split face as
darkened, a racial coding that points subliminally at the erasure of Philip Divine—a
Black youth who was murdered in 1993 along with Brandon Teena—from Pierce’s
film. As C. Riley Snorton noted in his chapter on Divine’s excision from the coverage of Teena’s murder, “Antitrans violence is also and always already an articulation of anti-blackness,”52 a reality that in Boys erupts subtextually in the pamphlet’s
suggestion that a move toward maleness is, for Brandon, a move away from the

Figure 19.6. Moving into darkness: Brandon’s “Uninvited Dilemma” in Boys Don’t Cry.
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unmarked state of Whiteness toward his and Divine’s shared end. The pamphlet’s
split iconicity reverses the red pill scene, in which Neo voluntarily acquires two
entangled bodies that supersede the binary logics of virtual/actual and White/
Black.53 Throughout The Matrix, Neo learns to integrate these bodies’ simultaneous
phenomenological milieux. Brandon, however, is rendered symbolically incomplete
by the pamphlet’s framing of his “condition” long before he is eventually murdered.
In a reversal of The Matrix’s abolitionist and hybrid sensibility, Boys pushes Brandon
further and further into a visual dilemma that denies his very possibility. What ends
up being abolished in Boys is not “the system,” but Brandon himself.
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Placing The Matrix beside Boys Don’t Cry therefore reveals a new/not new relation,
just now discoverable, there all along: Like a photo and its negative, the films are contemporaneous yet inversely ordered aesthetic treatments of the same epistemological
dilemma—the transgender imaginary’s confrontation with the real and its forms. This
“two, but not two” relation homologizes the aesthetic crisis of transgender phenomenology, in which the trans subject fails and yet simultaneously exceeds the representational conditions for individual subjectivity. The history of trans cinema divides around
potential responses to this crisis, which Boys Don’t Cry and The Matrix treat obversely.
This relation is not simply aesthetic but political. For all its cultural and historical value,
Boys Don’t Cry’s representational address can only hint at an outside to dominant reality before banishing Brandon from the visual frame. The Matrix, however, presses
further, finishing with a collective call for the abolition of systems that constrain the
world’s shape. Revisiting their bodies in our exhausted moment, we might find ourselves turning from Boys Don’t Cry toward The Matrix as a new/not new resource, to
(re)imagine what we’ve reached for all along—a trans politics beyond visibility, beyond
representation.
To recover The Matrix for trans cinema, then, we must scramble the order of transgender recognition, bend the definition of the archive, and reveal the unsensed
possibilities that inhere within popular aesthetics. This practice takes us to the edge of
the real, the horizon where existing forms are surpassed and emergent affects shimmer
darkly, anticipating realization. While Boys Don’t Cry remains central to trans cinema’s
archival body, it is ultimately The Matrix that captures the “dark shimmer”54 of trans
desires for the abolition of this world—for the sense of new worlds entirely. No sequence
reflects this better than the film’s last, in which Neo calls into the machine mainframe to
deliver his revolutionary message:
NEO: I know you’re out there. I can feel you now. I know that you’re afraid. You’re
afraid of us. You’re afraid of change. I don’t know the future. I didn’t come here to tell
you how this is going to end. I came here to tell you how this is going to begin. Now,
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Figure 19.7. The two that are not: Gender abolition at The Matrix’s dark conclusion.
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I’m going to hang up this phone, and I’m going to show these people what you don’t
want them to see. I’m going to show them a world without you, a world without rules
and controls, without borders or boundaries. A world where anything is possible.
Where we go from there is a choice I leave to you . . .55
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As Neo relates this manifesto, a textual alert—
“system failure”—unexpectedly
appears in capital letters over the Matrix program’s algorithm, which has frozen. Neo
continues speaking as the visual frame slowly pulls into extreme close-up, encroaching
on the “M” and “F” at the center of the message. These letters are, of course, the representational bodies delimiting the binary structure of legal and medical gender
assignment. Just as Neo makes the abolitionist claim of the speech—“A world without
rules and controls, without borders or boundaries. A world where anything is possible”—the camera transits through the empty space between the “M” and “F” and into
the shimmering darkness beyond (Figure 19.7), a black space where all possible forms
reside, just outside perception.
M and F: Male and female. The two that are no longer/never were two. Welcome to the
edge of the real.
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